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Abstract  
Football is one of the most emotive cultural forms through which people experience and express 
nationalism. The study demonstrates intersections of Zimbabwean Premier Soccer League (PSL) 
team- Highlanders FC fandom and Ndebele ethnic nationalism in Zimbabwe. This nationalism 
challenges state narratives of a ‘united Zimbabwe’ and advocates for secession of Bulawayo and 
Matabeleland provinces to form an ‘independent Ndebele nation’. Literature on Zimbabwean 
football has under-theorised its interface with football discourse. The author was an observer as 
participant in Zimbabwean football stadia for a four- year period observing terrace rituals 
especially songs and chants during Highlanders FC matches. In-depth interviews were also 
conducted with selected fans to get clarity on observed issues. The study concludes that while 
discussing secession is criminalised and condemned as ‘tribalism’ in Zimbabwe, Highlanders FC 
fandom is a critical site where some people express feelings and aspirations towards 
establishment of a separate ‘independent Ndebele nation’. 
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Introduction 
Football is one of the most emotive cultural forms through which some sections of the 
Zimbabwean society experience and express nationalism. As Zenenga (2012,261) observes, 
“opposition political movements in Zimbabwe view soccer as an ideal forum for projecting their 
images and new brands of nationalism”. Football has also become a means of engaging in dissent 
and resistance (Zenenga 2012; Ncube 2014a) by the subaltern communities. This article which 
builds on Zenenga (2012) demonstrates intersections of Highlanders FC fandom, ethnicity and 
Ndebele nationalism in Zimbabwe. Ndebele nationalism is a radical counter-hegemonic 
discourse challenging the Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front (ZANU PF) 
government’s nationalist discourse calling for a united Zimbabwe. It advocates for breaking 
away from the current Zimbabwean nation to establish a separate Ndebele nation. Just like post -
2000 ZANU PF government nationalism, criticised for polarising the country by labelling those 
anti-ZANU PF as ‘sell-outs’ and hailing those pro-ZANU PF as ‘patriots’ (Ndlovu-Gatsheni and 
Muzondidya 2011), Ndebele nationalism is equally contentious. For a start, ‘Ndebele’ ethnic 
identity is not homogenous but subject to contestation (as explained in detail in the section to 
follow). Not all Ndebele speaking Zimbabweans are ‘Ndebele’ and neither do they all subscribe 
to the doctrine of Ndebele nationalism. At official level, ZANU PF government condemns this 
form of ‘nationalism’ as ‘tribalism’ threatening social cohesion and nation building. However, 
despite attempts by government and society to suppress Ndebele ethnic nationalism, Highlanders 
FC fandom is one of the central sites where it is articulated.  
 
Existing literature on Ndebele ethnic nationalism in Zimbabwe (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2003; 
Muzondidya and Ndlovu- Gatsheni 2007) has not viewed the subject through football lens. These 
scholars demonstrate the manifestation of Ndebele ethnic nationalism in political and economic 
institutions.  This paper therefore, extends the analysis to cultural institutions, specifically 
football in Zimbabwe.  Fletcher (2012) argues that sport and football in particular should not just 
be treated as a form of recreation or leisure but a place of cultural production where hegemonic 
battles in a nation are contested.  
 
The paper benefits from a four-year period of ethnographic research in Zimbabwean football 
stadia and demonstrates how Highlanders FC is intertwined with the daily exigencies of 
existence of the Ndebele speaking people of Zimbabwe. It shows the extent to which 
Highlanders FC fandom culture is intertwined with both open and subtle Ndebele ethnic 
nationalism mobilisation. This was achieved by analysing activities especially songs and chants 
by Highlanders FC fans during and just after matches involving their team. In-depth interviews 
with selected Highlanders FC fans also helped in clarifying some discourses noted during 
observation. Giulianotti (2002, 33) states that “terms ‘supporter’ and ‘fan’, though often used 
interchangeably, do not mean the same”. He argues that supporters are spectators ‘culturally 
contracted’ to the club such that the team becomes a totemic community identity. Furthermore, 
supporters actively participate in the life of the club. Fans, on the other hand, have a strong bond 
for their team, can buy replica shirts and other merchandise for their favourite club, but often 
remain dislocated from the match day experience and community identity. Frequently, fans 
watch their team on television or listen on radio (Giulianotti 2002). Nevertheless, I deliberately 
use the terms ‘supporter’ and ‘fan’ interchangeably. The use of the terms interchangeably is 
compounded by the fact that Highlanders FC just like other Zimbabwean football teams, do not 
have up to date records or formally registered structures of their supporters. Expressions of 
Ndebele ethnic nationalism observed here might not necessarily be representative of the entire 
beliefs of all Highlanders FC supporters/fans in Zimbabwe, but those who regularly attend their 
team’s matches especially at Babourfields stadium.  
From its formation in 1926 as Lion Club1 by Albert and Rhodes, the grandchildren of King 
Lobengula2, Highlanders FC has always been intertwined with the ‘Ndebele-ism’ (Ncube 
2014a). The team was formed at a time when the Ndebele kingdom in pre-colonial Zimbabwe 
had been destroyed following the Anglo-Ndebele war of 1893 (Ranger 2010; Zenenga 2011). 
Since ‘Ndebele hegemony had been subverted by European encroachment, Highlanders FC 
provided people in Bulawayo and Matabeleland provinces a platform to express and perform 
their ethnic cultural identity (Ncube 2014a). Until today, Highlanders FC is associated with the 
Ndebele ethnic identity in Zimbabwe. Though nationally supported, Highlanders FC’s huge 
support base is Bulawayo and Matabeleland provinces (Ncube 2014b). 
The study is organised in five sections. This introduction is followed by a background and 
context section. A literature review section follows. The study then discusses the methodology 
employed. Findings are then presented. The last part discusses and concludes the study showing 
how the study has contributed to studies on sport and nationalism in Africa.  
 
 
Background and Context  
The current Zimbabwean nation was born in 1980 having been a British colony since 1890 
(Beach 1984; Bhebe 1999). Zimbabwe is home to multiple ethnic3 groups dating back to the pre-
colonial era. These groups include Shona, Ndebele4, Kalanga, Nambya, Venda and the Tonga, 
Whites, Indians and Coloureds. Ethnic divisions continue to flare up and surface between the 
Shona and the Ndebele ethnic groups (Muzondidya and Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2007). However, 
thrown into the mix is the fact that Shona and Ndebele are not, and have never been, stable 
markers of identity at all throughout Zimbabwe’s history. Historians argue that ‘Shona’ is an 
umbrella term for groups who have existed since pre-colonial times who include the Karanga, 
Manyika, Zezuru, Ndau (Muzondidya and Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2007,277). Shona is thus a mere 
construction which is subject to contention (Raftopolous and Mlambo 2009). There are internal 
conflicts within these Shona sub-ethnicities (Sithole 1999).  
The Ndebele ethnic group arrived in Zimbabwe from Nguniland (present day South Africa) 
under the leadership of Mzilikazi in 1868, fleeing from the wrath of Shaka, leader of the great 
Zulu nation (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2010). Led by Mzilikazi, the Ndebele crossed Limpopo River and 
settled in the Zimbabwean plateau. They conquered some Rozvi Shona groups and established 
their hegemony (Davies 1978). In the Ndebele nation, groups were socially stratified along 
ethnic lines. There were three social groups namely the Zansi, Enhla and the Hole (Ndlovu-
Gatsheni 2010). The Zansi composed of the ‘original’ Ndebeles/Khumalos who had left 
Zululand with Mzilikazi and were highly regarded and privileged in the Ndebele society. The 
Enhla came second in the hierarchy. This group was made up of people whom Mzilikazi 
assimilated into his state before crossing the Limpopo. Conquered and assimilated Shona groups 
formed the lowest class and were often belittled (amahole) (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2010). It is argued 
that around 60 percent of the population in the Ndebele nation was constituted by the amahole 
(Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2010). Bhebe (1979) argues that some conquered Shona groups tried to 
identify themselves with their conquerors by changing from Shona to Ndebele surnames. 
Moreover, due to inter-marriages amongst these groups, it is problematic to talk about an 
‘original’ Ndebele identity in contemporary times. Just like Shona, the Ndebele identity is both 
complex and contested.   
 
The root cause for Ndebele/Shona divisions is subject to contention. Historians do not agree on 
the state of pre-colonial Ndebele-Shona relations. It is argued that the Ndebele economy was 
based on raiding, and this brought them into conflicts with most Shona groups (Beach 1984). 
The Ndebele regularly raided the Shona for cattle, land and women, until the Pioneer column 
arrived in 1890 and put an ‘end to this oppression’ (Beach 1984). Pre-colonial relations 
therefore, have an impact on strained Shona-Ndebele relations. However, historians Muzondidya 
and Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2007) blame colonialism for polarising and reinforcing ethnic divisions 
among Africans preventing them from developing nationally integrated identities. They argue 
that in 1890 colonial authorities in Southern Rhodesia5 introduced regulations and institutions 
defining population into racial and ethnic categories namely: European, Asian and Coloured; and 
Native. These natives were further categorised as MaShona natives and Matabele natives 
(Ranger 1985; Beach 1984; Muzondidya and Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2007).  
Ethnic conflicts between the Shona and the Ndebele groups were also fuelled by violence 
involving the state, in Matabeleland and Midlands provinces just after Zimbabwe’s independence 
(Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2009). Zimbabwe experienced security problems in Matabeleland and 
Midlands provinces around 1982. Joshua Nkomo’s opposition party Zimbabwe African People’s 
Union party, was accused of masterminding ‘dissident’ activities in an attempt to overthrow 
President Robert Mugabe’s Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front (ZANU PF) 
leadership (Alexander, McGregor and Ranger 2000). The conflict took an ethnic aura as Enos 
Nkala, then ZANU PF minister of Defence of Ndebele origin accused the Ndebele people of 
being ‘dissidents’ refusing to accept ZAPU’s defeat by ZANU PF in the 1980 elections. Nkala 
reportedly advocated for the shooting down of the Ndebele and Joshua Nkomo whom he accused 
of behaving like a self-appointed Ndebele king (Alexander, McGregor and Ranger 2000). In 
response, the government deployed a “North Korean6 trained brigade in Matabeleland province 
and in the process more than 20 000 civilians were killed while others were beaten, raped and 
lost their property” (Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace 1997, 1).  
This episode of violence is today infamously referred to as Gukurahundi. This is a Shona word 
referring to early rains that wash away dirt or chaff. After early rains, what follows is a blooming 
of flowers and new leaves and the sprouting of green grass.  It is plausible to argue that ZANU 
PF government hoped for a new lease of life in the country after the implementation of 
Gukurahundi.  
Gukurahundi triggered radical Ndebele ethnic nationalism championed by radical groups in the 
post 2000 period (Muzondidya and Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2007). The groups include Vukani 
Mahlabezulu and Imbovane yamahlavezulu, which focus on reviving particularistic features of 
the Ndebele culture (Chikuhwa 2004).  Politically oriented ‘Ndebelelistic’ groups have also 
emerged such as the Mthwakazi Action group on Genocide and Ethnic cleansing in Matabeleland 
and Midlands and Mthwakazi people’s Congress (MPC) (Ndlovu- Gatsheni 2003). Mthwakazi 
groups argue that ‘Zimbabweaness’ is being manipulated and viewed through ‘Shona lenses’. 
Inherently, they have a feeling that they are being treated as second class citizens in their country 
of birth (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2009). Moreover, Mthwakazi groups express that Bulawayo and 
Matabeleland provinces have been deliberately ‘under-developed’ by a Shona dominated 
Mugabe led ZANU PF government (Muzondidya and Ndlovu- Gatsheni 2007). Such sentiments 
might be explained by the fact that Bulawayo used to be home to huge manufacturing and 
engineering companies. Due to its proximity to neighbouring countries Botswana and South 
Africa in particular, Bulawayo was also a transport hub, with the National Railways of 
Zimbabwe headquartered there. However, with Zimbabwe’s economy on continuous free fall, 
most companies have closed or relocated to Harare (Tambo 2015). It is worth noting that though 
concerns of concerns of the people from Matabeleland are valid to an extent, there is no evidence 
to prove that the ZANU PF government deliberately side-lines development programmes in 
Matabeleland provinces. In fact, since 1980, the government has struggled to make meaningful 
infrastructural development in other provinces such as Manicaland, Midlands and Masvingo, 
which are dominated by Shona speaking people. It is problematic to just confine the problem of 
under-development to Matabeleland provinces only. It is equally problematic to explain the 
problem from an ethnic perspective given the developmental problems bedevilling the whole 
country including even parts of Mashonaland West province where Mugabe himself hails from. 
Due to their grievances, Mthwakazi groups advocate for establishment of an independent 
‘Mthwakazi/Ndebele nation’ -United Mthwakazi Republic (Muzondidya and Ndlovu-Gatsheni 
2007). However, discussing secession in Zimbabwe is criminalised and condemned as 
‘tribalism’. The discourse has also been dismissed as ‘tribalism’. The Mugabe led ZANU PF 
government insists that Zimbabwe remains one and united (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2009). It is 
plausible to argue that from a government position Ndebele nationalism is a subversive 
discourse. Thus due to the contested nature of Ndebele ethnic nationalism, Highlanders FC 
fandom is one of the crucial spaces where it is freely discussed.  
 Literature review 
There is a significant body of literature indicating ways in which football features in the 
expression of varying forms of nationalism around the world (Foer 2004; Domingos 2007; 
Bloomfield 2010). Studies show that football has always been intertwined with nationalism since 
colonial times in Africa (Nauright 1997; Dejonghe 2001; Simiya Njororai 2009; Pannenborg 
2010).  Sport participates in an explicit manner in the territorialisation process and has the 
capacity to be a powerful catalyst for the creation of a national identity (Simiya Njororai 2009). 
These studies are welcome as they provide the foundation on football and nationalism. 
 Football teams and stadia are viewed as temples for various versions of nationalisms at any 
given historical moments. Sport is an arena of “inter-cultural struggle participating in the 
reproduction of boundary demarcations on the basis of factors such as inter-ethnicity, religion or 
nationality” (Ben Porat 2001,24). Football clubs, particularly those constituted along ethnic lines, 
are not just used to express identity but respective ethnic groups’ desire for social recognition in 
society. These ethnic-based soccer clubs therefore can be perceived as an effective means for 
maintaining a voluntary seclusion which keeps the ethnic group together and at times protesting 
against the state (Ben Porat 2001; Simiya Njororai 2009).  
Studies on football and nationalism in Africa have a huge bias towards the colonial period. There 
is abundant literature pointing to the fact that football was introduced in Africa by the colonial 
powers to control natives (Darby 2002; Stapleton 2001; Alegi 2010; Muponde and Muchemwa 
2011). However, instead of controlling the subordinate population’s leisure time and entrenching 
hegemonic rule, soccer ironically opened up an arena for protest and political agency (Simiya 
Njororai 2009; Zenenga 2011, 2012; Ncube 2014a).  
 
Literature on football and nationalism in Zimbabwe also predominantly focuses on the colonial 
politics of Southern Rhodesia, demonstrating how colonial authorities utilised the game to 
control Africans (Stuart 1995; Stapleton 2001; Ranger 2010). However, some recent studies on 
Zimbabwe show how the Robert Mugabe-led ZANU PF uses football to articulate discourses 
about the nation (Muponde and Muchemwa 2011; Zengenga 2011; Willems 2013; Ncube 
2014b). Some studies have examined intersections of football and gender in Zimbabwe (Daimon 
2010; Chiweshe 2014; Ncube 2014a) and processes of becoming a football fan in a Zimbabwean 
context (Chiweshe 2011). Literature on Dynamos and Highlanders FC rivalry (Ncube 2014a; 
Choto, Chiweshe and Muparamoto 2017) lays important foundation for this research. However, 
such studies are mainly confined to the forces behind the Dynamos and Highlanders FC rivalry, 
illustrating how the Dynamos FC and Highlanders FC rivalry is intertwined with historical, 
political and ethno-regional discourses, illuminating on how it fractures the Zimbabwean society. 
This article is salient since it demonstrates intersections of Highlanders FC fandom in Zimbabwe 
and a counter-hegemonic nationalist movement. To an extent, the study shows how Highlanders 
FC football fandom is intertwined with protest cultures in Zimbabwe. As argued by Zenenga 
(2012, 251), football has become part of the Zimbabwean peoples’ “growing culture of non-
violent resistance” through turning it into an arena for critical commentary on the country’s state 
of affairs. He further argues that football generates a highly sophisticated system of cultural and 
political codes which critique the status quo and also perpetuate repression during periods of 
crisis. In essence, Zenenga (2012) shows how opposition political parties such as the Movement 
for Democratic Change (MDC) and ordinary Zimbabweans appropriated football symbols, signs, 
images and ideograms to challenge ZANU PF political dominance between 1998-2008. Zenenga 
(2012) provides critical insights on intersections of football fandom and dissent discourses. This 
study complements the earlier analysis by examining the interface of Highlanders FC fandom 
and an ethnic intertwined counter-hegemonic form of nationalism.   
  
 
Methodology 
I employed qualitative research methodology to examine intersections of Highlanders FC 
fandom and Ndebele ethnic nationalism in Zimbabwe from 2012-2016. Qualitative research is an 
approach to human science research in which the researcher studies people, cultural practices or 
beliefs, institutions, or communities in their natural settings (Bryman 2012; Yin 2014). I was an 
observer as participant in selected football stadia during the research process. However, 
researchers employing participant observation must be self-reflexive (Kawulich 2005; Bryman 
2012) if they are to undo the researcher’s bias (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983). This was 
particularly necessarily in this study since I both belong to the Shona ethnic group specifically 
the ‘Karanga’ dialect and am an ardent Dynamos supporter since childhood. My identity 
overlapped between two poles of supporter and researcher and my identity as a supporter 
inspired the study. 
Dynamos FC are Highlanders FC’s biggest rivals in Zimbabwe. However, Highlanders is 
predominantly supported by Ndebele-speaking people while Dynamos is mainly supported by 
the Shona (Ncube 2014b). It is therefore inevitable that Shona and Ndebele ethnic identities, 
though contested concepts, largely shape Dynamos and Highlanders FC fandom cultures. It is 
also inevitable that given this scenario my Shona ethnic identity was bound to open up and close 
spaces in the research settings. At Babourfields stadium’s Soweto terraces, die hard Highlanders 
FC fans always remind ‘outsiders’ that ‘akhula Shona lihlala eSoweto/ Shona people are not 
welcome at Soweto terraces’. Soweto terraces are located at the Western side of Babourfields 
stadium. The terraces were named after “the popular black township of Soweto, a hotbed of the 
anti-apartheid struggle in colonial South Africa” (Mangezvo 2005, 69). Soweto terraces are 
“home to predominantly Ndebele speaking non-conformist guerrilla type ‘die- hard’ Highlanders 
FC fans” (Ncube 2014a,17). Fans at Soweto terraces freely participate in heteroglossic carnivals 
of power that pit ordinary people against other ordinary people, and ordinary people against the 
elite (Ncube 2014b). I however managed to navigate my way as outlined below.  
  
 
The observation experience 
 
As observed by Bryman  (2012), at any research site there are ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ 
gatekeepers, I sought and was granted permission by the Zimbabwe Football Association 
(ZIFA), the formal gatekeepers of football in Zimbabwe, before conducting fieldwork. Formal 
gatekeepers are those people who grant a researcher permission to enter the research site if 
formal permission is needed while informal gatekeepers are those who hold key positions in the 
setting and their influence on others in the setting determines the researcher’s level of access 
(Hesse Biber and Leavy 2006). In this case, ZIFA’s permission was needed even though football 
stadia might appear to be public spaces. I conducted my fieldwork in Zimbabwean football stadia 
namely: Babourfields (Bulawayo), Mandava (Zvishavane), Rufaro and National Sports Stadium 
(both Harare). However, Babourfields stadium’s Soweto terraces proved to be the most worth 
research site. I also observed the behaviour of Highlanders FC fans in streets, Kombis (commuter 
omnibuses) and pubs prior and just after matches involving Highlanders FC. 
 
Due to my prior knowledge of Highlanders FC fan culture, I anticipated that activities at Soweto 
stand were likely to generate interest for the research. But given the ‘closed nature’ of this stand, 
my observation was going to be difficult. However, I had a flexible plan to collect data at 
minimum ethical risk. My first step was to familiarise with the setting or ‘Soweto culture’. 
Soweto terraces are carnivalesque in nature as the fans freely engage in illegal activities such as 
smoking marijuana or weed. They also sing ethnic intertwined vulgar songs denigrating; non-
Ndebele groups especially the Shona, President Robert Mugabe, the ZANU-PF government and 
law enforcement agents such as the military and the police. However, most of the songs and 
chants are misogynistic and phallocentric in nature whilst the dances are erotic. Women are 
sometimes openly molested and the culprits go unpunished. This paper however, does not 
interrogate such issues. Regular occupants of Soweto terraces have a conviction that the stand is 
only meant for Ndebele speaking Highlanders FC fans. These fans regularly shout, ‘akula Shona 
lihlale eSoweto’ (Shonas are not welcome at Soweto).  The Shona people, regardless of their 
love for Highlanders FC remain ‘profane’ and unwelcome at Soweto. Such fans express that 
non- Ndebele speaking Highlanders FC fans should sit at Empangweni terraces or VIP section. 
Thus Soweto is viewed as an ethnic sacred space reserved for ‘pure Ndebele groups’. The 
presumed ‘ethnic purity’ is however, subject to contestation. From my observation, fans at 
Soweto are ever on the alert for Shona-speaking (or at least non-Ndebele speaking) ‘intruders’ 
who invade their ‘Ndebele only’ terraces. Most of these fans know each other and are always 
suspicious of strangers.  
 
Given such circumstances, it was not easy to observe and participate in the terraces with die-hard 
predominantly Ndebele-speaking Highlanders FC fans.  The situation was worsened by my 
unfamiliarity with Ndebele songs and other fan activities common at Soweto. My not so-fluent 
and ‘not-so-natural’ Ndebele accent betrayed me more than once, at one point leading to near-
violent scenes that included ejection from Soweto terraces. This rejection happened even though 
I was donning black and white Highlanders FC regalia as camouflage. Accent, and more 
generally language, served as a locus for my exclusion.  
 
Eventually, a data collection method that included minimal friction was arrived at. I initiated 
snowball-type ‘thick description’ which meant following up on introductions by my friends and 
sports journalists in Bulawayo to the ‘informal gatekeepers’ at the Soweto terraces as a way not 
only of ‘currying favour’ but also of subtly embedding myself in the ‘Soweto culture’. Over 
three years, contacts with ‘Die-hard’ Highlanders FC supporters grew. I was conscious of Agar’s 
(1980) warning that researchers need to be wary of accepting the first people he/she encounters 
in the research setting as key informants, as they may be ‘deviants’ or ‘professional stranger 
handlers.’  Deviants are people who live on the fringe of the culture, and association with them 
may provide the researcher with erroneous views of the culture or may alienate the researcher 
from others who might better inform the study (Agar 1980). But ‘professional stranger handlers’ 
are those people who take upon themselves the job of finding out what it is the researcher is after 
and how it may affect the members of the culture (Agar 1980; Kawulich 2005).  
 
I observed 33 PSL matches involving Highlanders FC during the period of research. Of these 33 
matches, 10 of them Highlanders played their main rivals Dynamos FC. I deliberately paid 
attention to more matches involving the two clubs due to the nature of their rivalry. Participation, 
in addition to observation, functioned as an organic way of ‘learning culture’ through immersing 
in a socio-cultural context (Spradley 1980). I participated in activities such as cheering and flag 
waving. I also sang and danced with Highlanders FC supporters at the terraces. I also 
participated in celebrations in streets and other places beyond the stadia. I also joined discussions 
and debates in kombis on our way to and from matches. Due to my participation and regular 
attendances, most Soweto fans eventually embraced me as an ‘insider’. Though I participated in 
spectator rituals, I did not engage in illegal activities such as ‘communal marijuana smoking’, 
violence against opposite fans or the police, molesting women, and insulting referees and the 
police. My colleagues at the terraces regularly pleaded with me to join the ‘communal smoking’ 
ritual but I declined.  
 
My observation was selective focusing on specific activities such as sitting arrangements, fan 
behaviour and mood among others. I was interested in possible symbolic meanings of such 
things. I also focused on placards or banners raised at stadia terraces. I looked at the frequency 
and duration of such incidents/activities observed. Songs, dances, chants, slogans and folk ditties 
sung by supporters were also of interest to me. Music is a site where national aspirations are 
expressed. It is a site where dominance is resented and challenged (Chirwa 2001). Music 
profoundly shapes the goals and objectives of a people moving toward collective identity, 
cultural nationalism, and political independence.  
 
Activities in stadia were supposed to be captured for analysis. This is because stadia discourses 
are fluid and contextual. However, given the stadia environment, it was impossible for me to take 
a notebook and a pen to record my observations as this could have disrupted the natural 
behaviour of fans. I thus relied on my mobile phone to capture both visual and audio material 
worthy of analysis. In recent times fans in stadia compete to film themselves or be filmed by 
colleagues using their mobile phones. A mobile phone is a ‘friendly’ data capturing device in 
public spaces such as football stadia. For backup purposes, captured notes were recorded in my 
diary at home. 
 
My interaction with Highlanders FC fans went beyond the stadia environment. For instance, we 
would go to Highlanders FC Sports Club in Bulawayo on the eve or just after matches for a 
drink. Scholars argue that focused observation has to be supported by interviews, in which the 
participants' insights guide the researcher's decisions about what to observe (Kawulich 2005). 
Interviews in ethnographic studies also help validity given the limitation of the method (DeWalt 
and DeWalt 2002). Interactions outside the stadium environment provided me an opportunity to 
have more detailed conversations on issues of interest emerging from my observation. I engaged 
in conversations with fans in Kombis on our way to and from matches. With consent having been 
granted by my participants, I used my mobile phone to record our conversations. At times 
participants invited me to their homes for more discussions on the subject. Snowball sampling 
became central in selecting most of the interviewees.  Snowball sampling occurs when you 
follow a lead and let those now result in identifying yet other possible interviewees (Yin 2011). 
In this scenario, my contacts suggested and actually facilitated interviews with other Highlanders 
FC fans. 
 
My questions focused on behaviour of fans, protest songs with ethnic undertones, dances, 
relationships with fans from other teams, aggression, emotional aspects, and so on. I needed 
clarity on whether performed behaviours in stadia would spill into the everyday life discourse. 
The questions were also informed by a contrast I had noted in terms of the behavior exhibited in 
stadia and outside stadia. Insights from interviews were ‘shocking’ but eye-opening, highlighting 
the intimacy between Highlanders FC fandom and Ndebele ethnic nationalism in Zimbabwe. 
 
More than 40 Highlanders FC fans were interviewed during the research period. However, most 
of these fans were male. Most female fans expressed reservations in participating in the study. 
This confirms DeWalt and DeWalt’s (2002) assertion that male and female researchers have 
access to different information, as they have access to different people, settings, and bodies of 
knowledge.  Findings of the research are presented below.  
 
Findings 
Soweto terraces as the hub of Ndebele ethnic nationalism 
 
Empirical data for this research shows that Highlanders FC is a crucial site of representation of 
aspirations of Ndebele ethnic nationalism. The club is a critical medium where Ndebele speaking 
Highlanders FC fans imagine and envisage the feasibility of the imagined and contested 
‘independent Ndebele/Mthwakazi nation’. I observed that while consuming football in stadia, 
pubs and walking in the streets, Highlanders FC supporters exchange ideas not just about 
football but also about Zimbabwe and Zimbabweaness.  Such discussions take centre stage at 
Babourfields stadium’s Soweto terraces. Most of the songs, chants at Soweto express the need 
for establishment of an independent Ndebele/Mthwakazi nation assumed to be free from Shona 
domination. For example, the song ‘Highlander ithimu yezwe lonke/Highlanders FC team of the 
nation’ (mentioned in the introduction of the paper), shows the club’s symbolic role in Ndebele 
nationalism. Fans sing: 
Highlander ithimu yezwe lonke! (Highlanders FC team of the whole nation) 
Wakhala umantengwane! wakhala kwaze kwasa! (Birds chirp till dawn) 
Ikhona ithimu yezwe lonke! (The team of the whole nation is here) 
Umfazi ongazalanga kabuye sizomzeka! (Barren woman come for a fuck). 
Highlander ithimu yezwe lonke! (Highlanders FC team of the whole nation) 
 
 
The song is actually an ‘anthem’ at Soweto terraces before, during and after matches. On their 
way to and from Babourfields stadium among other pitches where their team will be playing, 
Highlanders FC fans sing this song. On the literal surface, the song creates an impression that 
Highlanders FC fandom is open and inclusive to anyone regardless of ethnicity or race. 
However, contradictions are evident as some Highlanders FC fans especially at Soweto stand are 
hostile to Shona speaking people or non-Ndebele speakers in general. The notion of Highlanders 
FC being a team of the whole nation becomes highly contested. For some ‘die-hard’ Highlanders 
FC fans, it is impossible for a Shona person to support Highlanders FC. Some of my 
interviewees at Soweto terraces claimed that Shona people bring ‘bad luck’ to Highlanders FC. 
This is despite the fact that the current Highlanders FC team is largely constituted by Shona 
speaking players such as Eric Mudzingwa, Peter Muduwa, Roderick Mutuma, Simon Munawa 
among others.  
Due to contradictions surrounding the song ‘Highlander ithimu yezwe lonke’, I had conversations 
with a significant number of Highlanders FC fans to find out the symbolic meaning of the song. I 
also wanted explanation on the notion of the ‘nation’ implied in the song. My interviewees 
contradicted on the meaning of this song. For example, Nqobizitha Mlamuli interviewed at 
Babourfields stadium said: 
 
…When we say Highlanders FC is a team of the nation, we mean the club is the most 
powerful force in Zimbabwean football and anyone who enjoys watching entertaining 
football is free to support Highlanders FC regardless of ethnic orientation… This is why 
even the team is constituted by players of diverse ethnic backgrounds (Interviewed 15 
November 2014). 
 
However, the above position was contradicted by a significant number of interviewees who 
insisted that the song should be located in the Ndebele people of Bulawayo and Matabeleland 
provinces’ desire for an independent Ndebele/ Mtkwakhazi nation. The song is a subtle reminder 
to political authorities on the need for establishment of a separate Ndebele nation. For example, 
Millicent Hlatshwayo interviewed at Highlanders FC Sports club in Bulawayo said: 
 
…The song Highlanders ithimu yezwe lonke represents our aspirations as people of 
Matabeleland in many ways. We have always complained about marginalisation of 
Matabeleland not only in political and economic spheres but in football as well…Look 
at how national football teams are constituted, players from Bulawayo and 
Matabeleland are often overlooked so for us national football teams are not really 
national in the sense…For us Highlanders FC is the real team of the nation, representing 
us as the Ndebele people…We look forward to the day when we are going to get our 
independence from this Shona oppression and Highlanders FC shall have an 
opportunity to represent the Mthwakazi (Ndebele only) republic at football 
competitions…(Interviewed 19 December 2016). 
 
This position was corroborated by Thembiso Nyathi in a conversation at Soweto stand after a 
match between Highlanders FC and Dynamos FC. 
…The subject of Highlanders FC being team of the nation is selective... When chips are 
down (Highlanders FC losing) the imagined nation is Mthwakazi nation but when all is 
well it will actually be the inclusive Zimbabwean nation…Hard core Bosso supporters 
always blame their team’s loss on perceived ‘Shona referees’ or Shona administrators 
who supposedly want to destroy the team … (Interviewed 13 October 2016). 
The study shows that the discourse ‘Highlanders team of the nation’ is contextual and contested. 
In ‘less critical’ forums the song implies the nation of Zimbabwe. However, in radical spaces 
like Soweto the song implies the imagined ‘Ndebele nation’. Due to claims that Bulawayo and 
Matabeleland provinces are marginalised in national development projects people from such 
provinces claim for secession and ‘restoration’ of the pre-colonial Ndebele nation (Ndlovu-
Gatsheni 2010). The song Highlander thimu yezwe lonke metaphorically refers to the 
Ndebele/Mthwakazi nation. The envisaged ‘nation’ excludes the Shona ethnic group. 
Highlanders FC fandom provides some Ndebele speaking people a platform to uniquely talk 
about nationhood. Ben Porat (2010) asserts that football fandom is related to the symbolic-
cultural context. In a way, a particular football club might symbolise ethnicity or nationality and 
so forth. Football, especially the stadium environment provides Highlanders FC supporters 
freedom to express their Ndebele nationalistic cause without encountering hassles of seeking 
police clearance. Thus localised movements and struggles over power manifest in football stadia 
terraces.  
Ndebele ethnic nationalism takes a ‘xenophobic’ aura as it expresses intolerance and hostility 
towards the Shona ethnic group. The club becomes a manifestation of what can be called 
jingoism-extreme and xenophobic ethnic nationalism. This is evident in songs such as ‘Boph’ 
jambo sikhab shona (tie your boots and kick a Shona)’. From the song, the Shona people must be 
kicked both in the literal and metaphorical sense. In an interview at Babourfields stadium 
Mdudusi Ngwenya a Highlanders FC supporter said: 
…The song is an attempt to raise consciousness among us the Ndebele people so that 
we remain aware of the fact that the Shona people are not our colleagues but oppressors 
whom we must kick away and establish an autonomous free Ndebele nation… 
(Interviewed 17 March 2013). 
This protest song communicates the Ndebele people’s desire for socio-political change. It is a 
mobilisation strategy to stage protest against Shona domination. The centrality of stadia songs in 
articulating Ndebele nationalism is in sync with Chirwa’s (2001) argument that music is a site 
where national aspirations are expressed, profoundly shaping the goals and objectives of a people 
moving toward collective identity, cultural nationalism, and political independence. 
Songs such as ‘Highlander Tshilamoya’ also demonstrate the manifestation of Ndebele ethnic 
nationalism in Highlanders FC fandom. The song reflects nationalistic aspirations of the Ndebele 
especially their anticipation for a ‘free Mthwakhazi nation’. Not surprisingly, the song is a hit at 
Soweto terraces just like Highlander ithimu yezwe lonke. I had a conversation with fans at 
Babourfields stadium and at Highlanders FC sports club in Bulawayo on the meaning of 
‘tshilamoya’. For instance, Richard Mahomva gave the following explanation on the subject. 
This is a Ndebele term which refers to a tide or a strong whirlwind that brings a 
turnaround or change...People of Matabeleland have historical wounds inflicted by the 
Shona so they believe Highlanders FC shall one day give them an opportunity to turn 
tables and bring repression to an end (Interviewed 11 November 2012). 
However, Ronald Moyo told me that ukutshila also means to suffocate. From this view, 
Highlanders FC is ‘Tshilamoya’, it is expected to suffocate perceived ‘opponents’ of the 
Ndebele. The club is perceived as a ‘saviour’ in Matabeleland provinces. A song 
‘Ngilamulela/Save me’ below expresses such sentiments. Highlanders FC fans sing: 
 
Ngilamulele!Ngilamulele! (Save me) 
Ngilamulele Bosso7! (Save me Highlanders FC) 
Ngilamulele nanka amashona esibulala! (Save me from Shona wrath, the Shona want to kill 
us) 
Ngilamulele! (Save me) 
I observed that the atmosphere becomes tense at Soweto terraces when they sing this song. The 
song acts like a wake-up call to prepare for action against the Shona ethnic group. Fans appear 
like they are psyched for war when performing this song. This song has roots in Gukurahundi 
conflict of the 1980s. Discussing Gukurahundi in public spaces is an anathema due to its 
emotional nature and tribal overtones that characterise it. However, through such songs 
Highlanders FC fans express that Gukurahundi was a deliberate attempt to wipe out the whole 
Ndebele ethnic group. Given Ndebele pride was symbolically ‘battered’ during Gukurahundi, 
some of these people perceive Highlanders FC as their remaining metaphor of pride and 
happiness. In an interview in Magwegwe, one of Bulawayo’s oldest high density surbubs, Melusi 
Ndlovu said: 
There is a feeling that Bosso is the remaining source of pride in Matabeleland 
provinces…. This Shona government destroyed everything here… Every game that 
Bosso plays particularly against Dynamos is interpreted as an attempt to save 
uMthwakazi from ‘Shona encroachment’…Our song Ngilamulele has roots from 
Gukurahundi, where our (Ndebele people) voices were ignored even by the 
international community. Highlanders FC is the only institution that is seen to be 
responsive to the tears and sorrows of the people of Matabeleland... Our assumption is 
that every player who puts on that traditional black and white8 regalia identifies with the 
Ndebele nation, so the song reminds players that a Highlanders loss is a loss of any 
Ndebele cause, particularly against the Shona (Interviewed 15 December 2016). 
From such conversations, I realised that Highlanders FC is an oasis of hope for the people of 
Matabeleland. While the ZANU PF government does not condone any discussions on 
possibilities of establishing a separate Ndebele nation (see Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2009), Highlanders 
FC fans mobilise for the establishment of this ‘independent Ndebele nation’ in stadia. Pumulani 
Dlodlo confirmed this position in an interview at Babourfields stadium. Dlodlo said: 
...Emotions and instincts arise when we start singing songs like iShona shaya lizwa 
ngemboma (beat the Shona with a whip)...We begin to think that one day the Ndebele 
people  are going to rise to be free in ‘heaven’ and celebrate as a free and sovereign 
nation, free from Shona oppression ...Highlanders is a platform for a possible revolution 
for the Ndebele and we believe Dynamos FC versus Highlanders FC matches are going 
to provide the platform for the revolution to take place (Interviewed 27 October 2013). 
 
Pannenborg (2010) contends that in football, goals are not limited to the pitch, but in economic 
and political formations as well. Thus Highlanders FC victories over perceived Shona teams such 
as Dynamos FC are interpreted as symbolically suffocating Ndebele people ‘oppressors’. 
Highlanders FC fans dislike Dynamos FC not only for its association with the Shona identity but 
its association with ZANU PF politicians. Prominent ZANU PF ministers like Ignatius Chombo 
support Dynamos FC. Moreover, Dynamos FC was founded in 1963, the same year ZANU broke 
away from the Joshua Nkomo-led ZAPU (Ncube 2014b). Thus Highlanders FC fans view 
Dynamos FC as a microcosm of the ‘Shona government’ which they accuse of deliberately side-
lining Matabeleland provinces from development projects.  
I also observed that fans at Soweto stand frequently sing the South African national anthem just 
before Highlanders FC matches. South African flag-waving rituals in Bulawayo streets and roads 
leading to Barboufields stadium prior to, during and immediately after matches involving 
Highlanders FC and Dynamos FC is a common phenomenon. These small flags are even visible 
on cars to and from stadia during Highlanders FC matches. These flags constitute an important 
interaction ritual which expresses and affirms the idea of resenting the Zimbabwean nation and 
opting for neighbouring South Africa. Fig 1 below shows Highlanders FC fans waving a South 
African flag at Soweto terraces. 
 
Fig 1 Source: Author 
 
 
  Highlanders FC fans parading a South African national flag at Soweto terraces, during a 
match against Dynamos FC. 
 
Most Highlanders FC and Dynamos FC matches at Babourfields stadium observed during the 
period of research gave an impression that Bafana Bafana were playing the Warriors9. Dynamos 
FC fans occupying the Mpilo end terraces paraded the Zimbabwe national flag. However, at 
Soweto terraces, Highlanders FC fans proudly displayed the South African flag. During a 
conversation at Babourfields stadium, Nkosilathi Moyo said: 
 …We the Ndebele people originally came from South Africa that is where we trace our 
roots... With the kind of treatment, we are subjected to under the Mugabe government, 
we feel it is high time we re-trace our roots (Interviewed 6 July 2014).  
Such a perspective was also corroborated by Thomas Nkomo who expressed resentment to the 
Zimbabwean flag. Nkomo said: 
 
… If we the Ndebele people cannot be allowed to have our independent nation where we can 
freely proudly wave our own flag, then there is no need to wave the Zimbabwean flag which 
represents Shona interests…At least am proud to display the South African flag because there is 
where we originally came from and personally I have no problems with going back to South 
Africa and staying there for good…(Interviewed 3 September 2016). 
 
On 22 June 2013 at the National Sports stadium in Harare, during a match between CAPS United 
and Highlanders FC, I observed that Highlanders fans occupying Bay 17 also sang the South 
African national anthem before commencement of the match, parading the South African 
national flag. These supporters constantly shouted ‘Mthwakazi’ during the course of the match. 
Flags and monuments such as national stadiums are crucial sites which define Zimbabwe’s 
nationhood as elsewhere. However, when a South African flag is paraded and its national anthem 
sung at Zimbabwe’s National Sports Stadium, this can be read as a protest against the 
Zimbabwean national identity. It is an expression of the desire to ‘put off’ the Zimbabwean 
national identity. 
 
It is plausible to say those who put on or just wave the South African flag will be conscious that 
others would understand the meaning of this symbol and respond to it in the appropriate way. 
Like Anderson’s (1983) idea of newspaper common ceremony readership, flag-waving helps in 
the imagination of another nation which is not Zimbabwe, trivialising the idea of a one 
Zimbabwe preached by ZANU PF nationalists. Highlanders FC fandom is a critical site where 
aspirations of Ndebele nationalism are freely articulated. 
 
Discussions and Conclusion 
This research provides a nuanced interpretation of how football fandom is intertwined with 
ethnicity and nationalism discourses in Zimbabwe. In relation to nationalism and nations, 
ethnicity can help to create or fracture nations. On a positive note, ethnicity can help give an 
identity to a ‘people’ who, on the principles of nationalism, demand their own nation and land 
(Young 2015). In a postcolonial world of nation‐states, ethnicities now work at a political level 
as the basis of the identity of minorities who feel oppressed in a state made up of a different 
majority (Young 2015). Despite contestations surrounding Ndebele and Shona ethnic identities 
in Zimbabwe, this study shows that the Ndebele ethnic identity has become a critical tool for 
mobilization in football fandom in an attempt to create a stronger sense of collective identity and 
nationalism. Due to a number of grievances such as Gukurahundi and alleged marginalisation of 
Bulawayo and Matabeleland provinces by a perceived Shona dominated ZANU PF government, 
some sections of the Ndebele ethnic group utilise football fandom to call for the establishment of 
a separate Ndebele nation. The study shows that football stadia terraces are salient sites for the 
unfolding play of power, ethnicity and nationalism discourses in Zimbabwe.  
 
Pannenborg (2010) asserts that football is a charged political and ideological structure where 
power and identity battles are fought both on the surface and through subtexts. The paper offers 
critical insights on the interface between football and nationalism in Zimbabwe, in contemporary 
times. The study shows that Ndebele ethnic nationalism, championed by Mthwakazi groups, does 
not only manifest in political and economic institutions, but in football, specifically Highlanders 
FC fandom. A section of Ndebele speaking Highlanders FC supporters use the club to maintain a 
voluntary seclusion, while expressing their national feelings. Fandom provides these fans a 
platform to uniquely talk about nationhood. Ben Porat (2010) asserts that football fandom is 
related to the symbolic-cultural context. Thus, while consuming football in stadia, especially 
Babourfields’ Soweto terraces a section of Highlanders FC supporters exchange ideas not just 
about football, but also about Zimbabwe and ‘Zimbabweaness’. Highlanders FC supporters at 
Soweto terraces openly advocate for a ‘Ndebele only’ society by ejecting non-Ndebele speaking 
fans from their stand. Such philosophies are in sync with Ndebele/Mthwakazi groups which call 
for the establishment of a Ndebele nation. This is a confirmation of the observation by Zenenga 
(2012) that fans constitute important political actors while the game becomes another way of 
conducting political activity.  
 
Ndebele ethnic nationalism is a radical counter-hegemonic and subversive discourse 
contradicting ZANU PF government’s nationalist project advocating for a united Zimbabwe. The 
Zimbabwean constitution does not condone public discussions on secession. Most advocates of 
the secessionist agenda are Ndebele speaking Zimbabweans based in South Africa or the United 
Kingdom. Due to a restrictive legal environment, it is not feasible for Mthwakazi loyalists to 
engage in open discussions on the subject in Zimbabwe.  Moreover, not every Ndebele speaking 
Zimbabwean adheres to Mthwakazi/Ndebele nationalism. Some Ndebele speaking Zimbabweans 
and Shona groups vilify Ndebele nationalism as ‘tribalism’. Due to such constraints, Highlanders 
FC fandom provides unfettered freedom to some sections of the Ndebele people to articulate 
Ndebele nationalism. It is safer to articulate such discourses in the mass anonymity of football 
stadia terraces. This freedom makes stadia terraces a form of carnivalesque ‘Ancient Agora’ 
where discourse more or less flows unfettered.  
. 
In Southern Rhodesia football teams were alternative platforms to evade the Law and Order 
Maintenance Act (LOMA) (Zenenga 2011; Ncube 2014a). The law was meant to counter 
nationalist movements and meetings as it made it illegal for people to be in groups of more than 
six at any given time (Saunders 1999). Highlanders FC have also become an alternative platform 
to evade laws like the Public Order Security Act and Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) 
Act which outlaw activities such as the ones championed by Mthwakazi groups. Highlanders FC 
fans take advantage of the stadia freedom to sing songs and perform rituals which raise political 
consciousness of the Ndebele people while at the same time mocking Mugabe and the ZANU PF 
government.  
 
This research shows contestations surrounding Zimbabwe’s national identity especially in the 
post- 2000 era. Parallels can be drawn between Ndebele ethnic nationalism and ZANU PF 
government’s nationalism especially in the post-2000 epoch. Scholars criticise ZANU PF 
government’s nationalism project, describing it as ‘grotesque’ (Ndlovu-Gatsheni and 
Muzondidya 2011). This is because this form of nationalism selectively constructs Zimbabwe’s 
history and polarises the nation into broader binaries of ‘patriots’ and ‘puppets’ (Ndlovu-
Gatsheni and Muzondidya 2011). ZANU PF government deploys the state controlled press and 
music to hail ZANU PF cadres and sympathisers as ‘patriots’ while vilifying those opposed to its 
policies as ‘sell-outs’, apparently denying them belonging to the Zimbabwean nation. On the 
other hand, Ndebele ethnic nationalism is intertwined with jingoism and envisages a ‘Ndebele 
only’ nation. Non-Ndebele speaking ethnic groups especially the Shona are considered as the 
‘other’/’foreigners’ in this imagined nation. Though in ‘popular’ discourse Highlanders FC is 
hailed as ‘Ithimu yezwelonke’ (team of the nation), some Highlanders FC fans do not tolerate 
non-Ndebele speakers.  It is plausible to argue that just like ZANU PF government engineered 
nationalism, Ndebele ethnic nationalism threatens social cohesion and attainment of a common 
Zimbabwean national identity. 
This paper is also critical since it reveals some contestations in Ndebele ethnic nationalism as 
reflected in Highlanders FC fandom. The presence of the South African flag at Soweto terraces 
might be symbolically communicating some Ndebele people’s wish to ‘retrace’ footsteps to 
Nguniland (present day South Africa), where their ancestors came from. Such wishes contradict 
historian Ndlovu-Gatsheni’s (2009) argument that the Ndebele people wish to establish an 
independent Ndebele nation. I argue that not all Ndebele people aspire for this ‘independent’ 
Ndebele nation and not all Ndebeles hate ‘Zimbabwe’. It is also plausible to assert that the desire 
to associate with South Africa observed in Highlanders FC fandom is a result of the contrasting 
economic situations in Zimbabwe and South Africa. Due to a continuous economic decline since 
the post- 2000 epoch in Zimbabwe, some people feel that their livelihoods would be much better 
in an economically strong South Africa. 
Finally, the importance and originality of this study also lies in the ability to utilise football lens 
to reflect on ZANU PF government’s failed reconciliation in the aftermath of Gukurahundi. The 
Zimbabwean government has failed to initiate a proper framework for healing society following 
the 1980s conflict in Matabeleland and Midlands provinces which brought injuries and suffering 
on people from these communities. This study therefore, demonstrates that truth, justice, 
restitution and the rights of communities to express and memorialise past communal injuries are 
indispensable to the realization of far-reaching healing and reconciliation processes in societies. 
Highlanders FC and the stadium environment becomes a strategic environment for the injured 
communities in Matabeleland provinces to protest against the government.  
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1 The team was renamed Matabele Highlanders in 1937 but former Zimbabwe Vice President 
Joshua Nkomo changed it to Highlanders FC since the former had ‘tribal’ connotations (Ncube 
2014a). 
2 Lobengula was the last Ndebele King before the Ndebele Kingdom was destroyed during the 
Anglo-Boer war of 1893. 
3 ‘Ethnicity refers to relationships between groups whose members considers themselves 
distinctive, and these groups may be ranked hierarchically within a society’ (Comaroff and 
Comaroff 2009,6). 
                                                                                                                                                                                               
4 Geographically, Shona speakers largely occupy Northern provinces -Mashonaland, Masvingo, 
Manicaland and the Midlands provinces. Ndebele speakers largely occupy Southern parts of 
Zimbabwe - Bulawayo and Matabeleland provinces.  
5 Modern Zimbabwe. 
6 The Fifth Brigade was a result of an agreement signed between the North Koreans and 
Zimbabwe’s Prime Minister Robert Mugabe in October 1980 (Alexander, McGregor and Ranger 
(2000: 191). At the Fifth Brigade’s passing out parade in 1982; Mugabe handed over the brigade 
a flag emblazoned with the name Gukurahundi (Alexander, McGregor and Ranger, 2000: 191). 
7 Highlanders FC is affectionately known as Bosso by its legion of fans. 
8 Black and white are the Highlanders FC official coulours. 
9 Bafana Bafana is South Africa’s men senior football team while the Warriors refers to the 
Zimbabwe men senior national football team. 
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